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Innovating the banking sector with DLT
Spunta Banca DLT is a private permissioned distributed ledger technology-based project for
interbank reconciliation promoted by the Italian Banking Association (ABI) and managed and
implemented by ABI Lab, the Italian Banking Research and Innovation Centre.
The project began in December 2017, when ABI Lab and NTT Data Italia started working on
a blockchain proof-of-concept for straight-through processing of interbank reconciliations using
R3’s Corda platform. In addition to NTT Data and R3, SIA is also a technical partner of the
project.

In March 2020 the DLT-based system was fully implemented across the Italian
banking sector.
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Spunta Banca DLT – The process
 Spunta is about the reconciliation of bilateral account (a sort of nostro and vostro
account) is a process, generally run by back offices, which aim to clear every
mismatch in a double-entry book-keeping, is governed by an Interbank Agreement
whose first formulation dates back to 1978. On May 15th 2019, the executive
committee of ABI approved the new Interbank agreement that rules the Spunta
process and officially started the path to the production phase for all the Italian
banking sector.
 This process aims to reconciliate material and not digitalized products that are
exchanged between the Banks (E.g. Commercial papers, Promissory note, etc.)
 Between each pair of banks there is a bilateral Bank account, where input and
output movements are written. The ownership of those accounts alternates
between the banks every 2-3 years. All banks have at least 1 bilateral bank account
with a counterparty Bank.
 Movements are mostly matched automatically; manual match is executed if there
is a mismatch and an investigation can be opened.
 Automatic and manual matching, are activities performed by only one of the two
Banks.
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Spunta Banca DLT Advantages & Benefits
DLT’s key features , immutability, security and transparency, offer
the opportunity to simplify processes and to increase the
dialogue and the interconnection within the ecosystem, bringing
significant value to every participant.

Reduced operational
risk

Increased quality
checks

Transparency

Simplified review
activities

Daily workflow

User-friendly
interface

Data loading

Investigations

Matching
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Spunta in a nutshell: data loading
o When the user connects to the application has full visibility of
what happened during the data loading process:
o How many records were processed,
o How many records were automatically matched,
o The current situation over the managed accounts.
o Data are exchanged via JSON files containing the movements
to be loaded via an ad hoc procedure; the loaded data is
written on the ledger shared between the counterparties
o The info relating to the loaded data (quantity of transactions
and accounting dates loaded) are accessible via a dedicated
page of “Loaded Records”
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Spunta in a nutshell: investigations
o From the Transactions Management screen, the user can have access to
further detail for each uploaded movement: by just clicking on each of the
records of interest, the «Detail» screen of the transaction is reached
o From this detail section, the user has the faculty of opening an
investigation to the counterparty and / or enter notes (both public and
private) for the movement itself
o The opening of an investigation is the responsibility of the account owner,
and allows the simultaneous insertion of both a public note and
attachments of different types of files
o When an investigation is opened, an automatic notification email is sent to
the counterparty, and the operator can pass ownership of the investigation
management to the counterparty
o The life cycle of an investigation ends when the owner of the relationship
believes that the closing conditions are in place

All the information exchanged via notes and investigations is run via DLT communication and recorded on the
ledger
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Spunta in a nutshell: matching and transactions management
o The user can then go to the «Gestione Movimenti» page (being:
Transactions Management section) where he can have access to
the data loaded on the ledger
o On the screen, the user can see all transactions and can filter by:
o Matched records
o Records to be manually matched
o Dates, sources, sign, amount…
o The matching procedure is a complex algorithm running after
the data loading process, enabling the coupling of transactions
having specific conditions met
o This is the operational screen where the users perform the
reconciliation process
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Blockchain & DLT technology is mature
• Breadth and pervasiveness of the infrastructure 

existing nodes

• Speed and ability to manage volumes 
• Number of users 
• Number of interrelations 
• Scale of the DLT ecosystem 

transactions

users daily involved on the DLT platform
Peer to Peer relations
people involved

The regulatory framework begins to evaluate some rules
use the Blockchain / DLT

on how to

Attention points

Success factors

Key Success Factors & Attention points
Capability to define (and gain
acceptance of) a rule-book
Long term strategy and
commitment

Technical team with proven
competence

Solve technical issues without
simplify initial assumptions

Direct interaction with
development team of the platform

Full trust of the Business Network

Work on the infrastructure

Governance definition

Integration with internal systems
of each bank

Migration plan

Legal and contractual model

Use case costs: Running
+ Infrastructure

Avoid any lock-in

Testing in a production-like
scenario and environment
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The Governance Model

6 Level Governance

Business Network
(BN)

Group of participants of a Business Network Zone (the area of cooperation and
coopetition). Banks, insurances and other groups of large organisations. (Spunta
Banca DLT is a “banks full sector” BN project.)

Business Network
Governor (BNG)

The subject in charge of creating, coordinating e managing a BN. Responsible of
consensus between BN participants. BNG identifies and selects BNO and BND.

Business Network
Designer (BND)

The subject identified by BNG in charge of designing and developing one ore more
applications based on PP-DLT shared between BN participants. BND collaborate with
BNO managing the availability of these multiple applications scenario within BN
participants.

Business Network
Operator (BNO)

The subject identified by BNG in charge of one or more application services. BNO,
interacting and or supported by DNP and BND, handles event management, incident
management, request fullfillment, problem management and service desk.

DLT Network
Provider (DNP)

Platform

The subject identified by BNO whose DLT infrastructure is shared between BN
participants. Basically guarantees all the needed operations support, customer
assistance, SLA monitoring, etc.
Specifically for ABILabChain, the DNP has also in charge full identification of each node
(it’s a private permissioned DLT) the Cordapp node’s deployment and helps
propagating ABI rules and procedures.
The real ”operating system” enabling the use case, typically a PP-DLT.
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A working (and replicable) operational model

Conctracts that cover the use of the infrastructure, the Spunta service and the
licensing

Ordinary and extraordinary maintenance, continous improvement
approach

Common rules of procedures for a standardized process
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Moving towards cross country interbank reconciliation
Spunta Banca DLT has effectively brought blockchain to the
Italian banking sector through an infrastructure that will be
able to host other applications in the future.
Spunta could be the forerunner for a series of further projects
in the banking and financial sector in Italy and worldwide.

DLT has no borders and we are working to bring our project at
international level. It would be necessary to adapt the application,
because the reconciliation process in Italy is based on mutual
accounts, while abroad are used ordinary banking accounts.
The first step therefore would be to build at international-level a
working group to draw the requirements together, replicating the
virtuous model followed in Italy.
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International reconciliation network

The final idea is to create an international
network that connects with Corda the banks
enabling them to perform as first use case the
international reconciliation, but then many other
projects and use cases.

100 banks already in
production
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What’s next?
In the dialogue we had with Bank of Italy, Spunta proved to be very useful use case to verify and test the regulatory requirements, thanks to the underlying
process.

ABILabChain

BNG

Easy Loan DLT
(under developement)

BN 3 (TBD)

BND
BNO

Business
Network Spunta
Banca DLT

BN 2 (TBD)
International reconciliation
(under developement)

For the future, we are thinking of additional possible use cases to re-use the platform and to create an international network.
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Be part of our Team

How to move forward
Banks interested in following up can express their interest at:
E-mail Spunta – spunta@abilab.it

Barbara Cacciamani – b.cacciamani@abilab.it
Daniele Cannarile – d.cannarile@abilab.it
Daniele Di Stazio – d.distazio@abilab.it
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www.spuntadlt.it – spunta@abilab.it
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